Two flare stacks in one facility? Make sure to
consider radiation from one stack to the
other stack surface
Client: Confidential
It is quite common for a facility to have multiple flare stacks with different heights. Consider a sour gas
processing facility where there are two stacks, a taller stack for handling the acid gas, and a shorter stack
for handling the emergency scenarios. The question engineers are often asked is how far the distances
between the stacks should be.
When determining the required distance between multiple flares, engineers typically only consider the
additive radiation intensity on the ground level. However, if the stacks have different heights, one should
consider doing a heat balance to evaluate the maximum temperature resulting on a stack surface given the
radiation from the other stack.
To calculate the radiation intensity from one stack to the other, we need to use API 521 which provides two
methods, “Simple” and “Brzustowski-Sommers”, for calculating the radiation intensity in the vicinity of a
flare stack.
The following table shows the API guideline for the acceptable levels of radiation intensity.
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The main concern for these guidelines is the safety of personnel with regard to the radiation intensity they
are exposed to. For equipment being exposed to radiation, API 521 indicates that equipment is capable of
handling higher levels of radiation intensity than the guideline above. If evaluation is necessary, a heat
balance could be performed to estimate the resulting surface temperature for comparison with the
acceptable temperatures for the equipment.

Based on the literature, the following approach could be used for estimating the maximum surface
temperature of the stack:

where Qabs is the heat absorbed by the equipment, Es is surface emissivity, θ is the surface angle from the
normal radiant 'beam'; Fv is the view factor or fraction of equipment area exposed, and I is the incident
radiant heat calculated from API 521. For maximum temperature, we would use the following assumptions:

Es=1.0 means surface emissivity is equal to surface absorptivity and is 100%
θ = 90o means the surface is normal to the input radiation
Fv=0.5 implies exposure is from one side only
In equilibrium, the heat absorbed by equipment ( Qabs) would be equal to the heat taken away from the
surface by natural (Qnc) or forced convection ( Qfc) and radiation ( Qradiation). The following set of equations
quantifies the heat balance on the surface:

where T 0 is the equipment surface temperature (deg R), T a is ambient temperature (deg R) and Uw is wind
speed (ft/s). T 0 could be calculated by solving this set of equations iteratively.
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T 0 calculated by this method is the maximum surface temperature at equilibrium. The rate of temperature
increase to this maximum temperature would depend on thermal properties of the equipment. The following
equation describes the time-dependence to the surface temperature:

where T is temperature of surface at time t. k is the time constant and is calculated as follows:

ρmetal is the material mass per unit surface area (lb/ft2) and cpmetal is the heat capacity of metal (Btu/(lb.R)).
Using the equations outlined above, one can plot the estimated maximum surface temperature of any
equipment after continuous exposure to flare. The rate of the temperature increase and the maximum
surface temperature could then be used to select an appropriate material for the equipment.
Contact us to find out how we can help you evaluate your relief system
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